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About This Game

CompliKATed is a 2D puzzle with logic gates. Rewire the computer from inside using binary operations to escape and uncover
its secrets.

You are playing as Julius, a bipedal fox trapped in an allegorical computer, who tries to escape the corrupted memory zones. To
access the exit you need to upload logic gates instructions while avoiding getting trapped by gravity balls and collect quantum

information bits. Binary inputs and outputs can be manipulated by interaction with miniaturised components (signal generators,
timers, delays, sensors, terminals, displays, etc). You have to avoid lurking viruses and over-zealous anti-malware, disable high

voltage area and set free cute programs and routines

Philosophy

"Engage people with what they expect; it is what they are able to discern and confirms their projections. It settles them into
predictable patterns of response, occupying their minds while you wait for the extraordinary moment — that which they cannot

anticipate."
― Sun Tzu, The Art of War

Features

 brain twisting logic gates puzzles

 witty gravity objects
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 alternative play-styles: swiftly find your escape or strategically plan your path

 ramping progression that will put even the most resilient to test

 logic gates and “rock-and-diamonds” fluently intertwined

 19 functional tiles: signal generators, sensor, timer, directional tiles, etc

 controller support

 8 bit retro style sound

 smooth and balanced controls

 play against the clock or at your own pace

Planned updates include the release of localised versions, level editor and additional level packs.

What others say about CompliKATed:

“This is like a maze where the walls move in”  - BasketMC on Mixer
“This game is fast becoming my favorite non-horror game” - Shanon Gower on Youtube

“There's a surprising amount of thinking involved in these tightly-packed levels” - Liam Dawe on gamingonlinux.com
“That was insanely difficult […] but we did it! We beat the level!” - MagicManMo on Youtube
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Good game, but no communication from the devs for quite some time, so it is starting to feel abandoned.

Recommended in it's current state, but a short puzzle run, and don't hold your breath for updates.

G. I have bought this game at the recommendation of a friend. I must say that so far, I enjoy playing it. The levels are somewhat
complex, especially until you figure out how to move and such.
While this is not a game to play when you are tired, you can learn a lot of the logic mechanics and I like a game that apart from
entertaining you, teaches you something useful.
I do think there is room for improvement and hopefully there will be more levels.

Pro:
- Retro look but not pixelated
- Old school puzzle levels
- funky, catching music
- great learning way for logic gates

Con:
- maybe better graphics
- hopefully more levels
- localization ?. Very nice Supaplex-ish game combined with logic gates and some new mechanics. Too short, only 30 levels, but
nevertheless the puzzles are interesting, though overall a little bit easier than in Supaplex. Hope there will be more levels in the
near future.
It has an 'easy' mode and a 'hard' mode, the easy mode allows some save points in the middle of the level which makes it way
less frustrating than Supaplex when, if you fail at some point, you have to replay the whole level..
\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
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